February 1st marks the beginning of Black History Month; however, it is also a celebration of the North Carolina A&T University Greensboro Four who initiated a sit-in at Woolworth's lunch counter 60 years ago. Their story is central to the exploration of Black History at the International Civil Rights Museum in downtown Greensboro.
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did you know that Durham is home to the first African American bank and second oldest minority bank in the United States? This piece by Ashley Strahm at Discover Durham discusses the historical Black Wall Street of Durham’s West Parrish Street and how it has set a precedent for Black business in Durham today, including The Zen Succulent, Jeddah’s Tea House, Beyú Caffé, and others.

For twenty years, we knew Kobe by his incredible work ethic and competitive nature. What we were beginning to see was how that same drive led him to be an amazing father and friend. The videos and articles his friends posted days after his death truly showed his humanity and goodness. I challenge those reading to reach out to three people that you have not talked to in awhile. If Kobe’s death doesn’t teach anything else, it shows how short and unexplainable life can be; so take advantage of the time that we do have to make things right. Rest In Power to the nine victims of the horrific helicopter crash that stole lives incredibly too soon. - Marcus Taylor